FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Amy Brunskill
4 reviews·1 photo

Absolutely love this store! The store person, Mary was super
friendly and very happy to help. The vibes in this store are
wonderful and I can't wait to come back again! 50% off
wholesale pricing is also amazing!

Deb Rendina
2 reviews

What an amazing family business. Mary is absolutely
beautiful and always goes above and beyond. The products
are packed with love and care. For New business owners…..
Mary will help you get a range started as she knows her stuff.
Couldn’t rate this business any higher
❤Deb and Lee @ Sacred Lotions and Potions❤

Lucy
10 reviews·4 photos

This place is incredible and you will not find better customer
service anywhere. Mary is so caring and helpful. I will forever
be their customer.

Natalie Madi
3 review

If I could rate 1000 stars I would!!
Mary goes above and beyond for her customers!!
I highly highly recommend coming here.
Amazing customer service and high quality crystals for a
great price!
She has a great set-up in her shop and also has an extensive
knowledge on all of her products!
Won't go anywhere else! ❤❤

Stella Prattico
1 review

I am extremely addicted to Alternative distribution
And I thank the universe for bringing Mary into my life!
She always goes above and beyond with her service.
They have such a beautiful and extensive range of crystals
and essential oil’s. It’s my happy place xx

Michelle Symington
1 review

The Store is a beautiful, soul warming place for anyone
looking for crystals ranging from clusters to chips,tumbles etc.
They have a beautifully organised display that is large and
well guided. The calming music is healing and the owner
Mary is thoughtful and helpful. Its hard to find beautiful places
like these. I would be coming back 💕

Jasmine Janabi
Local Guide·27 reviews·94 photos
What a fantastic wholesaler... The quality of their customer
service is absolutely wonderful. I'd like to personally thank
Mary for all the effort she put into my order. She took so much
of her own time to answer all my questions and informed me
about things I wasn't even aware of.
Also, their warehouse has so much more range than what is
online alone so if you are after something that isn't listed, just
ask... you wont be sorry.
Thank you again guys, you've earnt a lifetime customer.

Bree Mutch
1 review
Cannot fault this business. Mary truly goes above and
beyond. She is kind and incredibly lovely to deal with.
Delivery is quick and products are absolutely stunning. Would
not go anywhere else. I highly recommend.

Heyam Masri
13 reviews·2 photos
Wow! Excellent service by Mary. She has so much
knowledge and answered all my questions. The essential oils
smell amazing. Love our salt lamps and the Amethyst Crystal
Tree. Beautiful crystals with detailed cards on how they work.
I will definitely be returning and highly recommend them to
anyone else. Thanks so much to the team at Alternative
Distributions

Vanessa Gallo
4 reviews·3 photos
This place is the best! Wonderful customer service from Mary
and the team, beautiful products and reasonably priced. The
range of products and quality of crystals is so great and the
oil blends and room sprays are my favourite. Highly
recommend it

Jenna Hanley
11 reviews
Absolutely love this place! Great quality products, excellent
service and prices! Highly recommend checking out this store
for all your crystal and essential oil needs! Mary and the team
are fantastic to deal with! Thankyou for all your help! :)

Milana Bruno
1 review
A stunning store with gorgeous products! A great variety of
products from tumble stones to raw crystals. Products were
accompanied by little informative cards and if they didn't help
you the owners were more than happy to assist you. The
atmosphere with calming music and scents was a beautiful
touch and I would highly recommend visiting!!

Rosa D
1 review

Tiana Bonacci
1 review

Found this gem of a place locally and can not wait to visit
once lockdown is over! Mary is super friendly! Knowing
your products are ethically sourced makes me soooo
happy!! Thank you!

Mary was incredibly helpful and so kind! She included some
beautiful bonus gifts that made my day, and were extremely
appreciated in these difficult times. Their prices are very
reasonable and the curbside delivery was quick and
effortless. I look forward to shopping here again, thank you
🦋

Heyam Masri
13 reviews·2 photos

Wow! Excellent service by Mary. She has so much
knowledge and answered all my questions. The essential oils
smell amazing. Love our salt lamps and the Amethyst Crystal
Tree. Beautiful crystals with detailed cards on how they work.
I will definitely be returning and highly recommend them to
anyone else. Thanks so much to the team at Alternative
Distributions

Kelly Villani
4 reviews
If you are looking for a wonderful place to escape the
stresses of everyday life immerse yourself in the magic of
Alternative Distribution. The amazing displays of crystals and
essential oils and so much more is amazing and with every
purchase I know I am buying the highest quality crystals. The
staff are so lovely, knowledgeable and helpful. I can’t
recommend this place enough!

Marilyn Filippini
1 review·1 photo
I can't tell you how amazing and beautiful this place is or
speak highly enough of my experience here. The quality of
stones are like nothing I have ever seen before. For me its
the equivalent of heaven on earth. Not to mention
you'll never receive service like you do here. I'll never go
anywhere else. #customerforlife xo
sarah Einsiedel
2 reviews
I made a purchase with alternative distribution, my
experience was fantastic! Maria was so helpful,
knowledgeable of exactly the crystals I wanted! Displayed
nicely and presented well in the box! Cannot recommend
enough
Sally Newman
1 review
Mary is so wonderful to deal with. Every question I have is
answered straight away with absolute confidence and
professionalism.
The shop is always set up so well that makes shopping there
a delight.
Thanks for amazing service with a smile.

Melita Gillies
2 reviews
Mary is amazing, sharing her knowledge and honesty to help
others. Her crystals are beautiful, and her essential oils are
amazing. Match this with her reasonable prices, and you
cannot go wrong. I am now a regular. Thank you.

Rosaria Giuffrè
1 review
Excellent Service and Beautiful products - the quality of the
crystals are fantastic!! Mary is amazing - super helpful and a
pleasure to deal with. Highly Recommended!!

Chantel T
1 review
Amazing customer service, Mary was so helpful and
knowledgeable. I will definitely be returning can’t wait till the
shop is open.

Mimma Valente
3 reviews
Fallen in ❤ with all the beautiful crystals and oils. Mary and
her team are so helpful and genuine. Highly recommend if
your a crystal and oil lover come and take a look and feel the
energy 🙏

isabelle domingue
2 reviews·1 photo
Very good customer service. Overall happy with my purchase
and experience:)

Liz C
2 reviews
Mary & Ernie are amazing! Customer service is unmatched,
also have such incredible products. I would 100%
recommend to everyone, it was a great overall experience.

Jazmin Bailey
1 review
Absolutely love Alternative Distribution. The quality of their
crystals are beautiful, they are all ethically sourced, i am
extremely impressed! Mary has been very informative and
helpful, i will undoubtedly be a regular customer!
Ange Kalaitzis
5 reviews
So happy with my click and collect, my crystal exceeded my
expectations. Mary was so helpful her customer service was
amazing. I will not hesitate to order again ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
debbie king
3 reviews
Amazing place as soon as we walked in, smile and
welcoming! This place is full of incredibly gorgeous product,
so well priced, such amazing service! The drive from geelong
is so well worth it and we will be retuning customers for sure!
☺☺

Helen B
1 review
Wow! I discovered this place today for the first time! Not only
was I welcomed into the space by the owners, but the range
of products were very extensive and impressive.
I love that the crystals were all displayed beautifully with
accompanying cards to describe their individual attributes.
I am a Reiki Master and I love working with crystals during
my healing sessions. I will definitely be dropping into
Alternative Distribution lots of times!

Michelle Symington
1 review
The Store is a beautiful, soul warming place for anyone
looking for crystals ranging from clusters to chips,tumbles etc.
They have a beautifully organised display that is large and
well guided. The calming music is healing and the owner
Mary is thoughtful and helpful. Its hard to find beautiful places
like these. I would be coming back 💕
Sara Mansour
2 reviews
A very nice and calming place. Very easy to find and the staff
are incredibly friendly and helpful. Willing to help out
everyone and taught us heaps about the crystals. They have
a wide variety of scents and crystals to chose from. Definitely
recommend 10/10!

George Deligiannoudis
3 reviews·1 photo
What an amazing store, the stones were beautiful and very
calming
Antonia toni
3 reviews
Amazing place for everything I need. Quality customer
service with crystals, diffusers, oils, roll ons & my favourite
sage spray to protect me. My one stop place for gifts that are
also packaged for me! Highly recommended, visit for gifts,
protection for you & most importantly your home.

jess mirabelli
1 review
Such a great store with amazing crystals! I bought an
amethyst crystal and I feel like it has blocked so much
negativity - I’ve been doing so well in school, especially since
buying this product! 10/10, will definitely be shopping again
and recommend you do too!

Kate Wilson
5 reviews
You could not come across a more lovely husband and wife
team who run this wonderful business. The showroom is
immaculately presented, there is a great selection of crystals
and Mary cannot do enough to help you. I highly recommend
a visit!

Julian Gillies-Lekakis
2 reviews

Mary is such a wonderful person and her level of customer
service is fantastic. I had such a positive experience that I am
happy to say that Alternative Distribution is my new favourite
shop and I can’t wait to come back.

Marisa Hatzopoulos
1 review

This is an amazing place the owners Mary and Ernie
welcome all there customers with kindness. I get all my
crystals and oils from here and every time we go in she
welcomes me and my best friend with open arms. Such an
beautiful place❤❤❤
Tala Elhindi
1 review
I have found my forever crystal store! Mary is beyond helpful,
her energy is so positive and lovely. Thankyou so much for
always providing the best products and service!
Pauline Nguyen
5 reviews
Mary was great, she was very helpful and informative. The
shop was very clean, beautiful and calming. I would definitely
recommend checking them out.
Stef0 Ferrara
2 reviews

Alyssa Melia
1 review
I highly recommend Alternative Distribution for their great
range of gemstones, essential oils and more! Their customer
service is excellent and they help you find exactly what you
are looking for.
As a co-owner of Ol'factory Scents, the gemstones & crystals
sourced from Alternative Distribution have been a lovely
addition to our candles.
Justin Edwards
2 reviews
Amazingly friendly service. Online shopping, followed by a
very informative phone call. Will most deffinatley return for
our future crystal needs.
Jasmine Aiello
1 review
Great experience, the owners were so lovely and helpful. Will
definitely be purchasing more items.
Elly Guest
1 review
Amazing store! Fast delivery and great customer service
when came into store. Great assortment of crystals and
sprays and oils and everything!
tayla coutinho
1 review
Incredible customer service, really glad that i came across
this business. Highly recommend!!!

Such a beautiful space with an amazing selection of stunning
crystals. Very fairly priced & much assistance from the lovely
Mary. I'm so happy I found this place, my collection is
growing!

Linda Rodriquez
2 reviews

Alice Em
3 reviews

Such an amazing welcoming showroom with lots of beautiful
crystals. Staff are very friendly and helpful. Alternative
distribution is now my go to place to buy all my crystals!

What an amazing store. Biggest crystal shop I've ever been
to with amazing gems and stones and great prices. Will be
coming here regularly.

Teresa Cipriano
1 review

Tony Casabene
2 reviews

Most amazing ethically sourced crystals and most helpful
staff also such a vast range to choose from

Very helpful and stayed back to help choose the perfect gift
and Mary took the time to show me around the store and
show me all the different products. Will definitely be back
again.

Mark Errichiello
8 reviews·2 photos
Thank you Mary and your team at Alternative Distribution.
Amazing store and range of stones, crystals and essential
oils. Your customer service is fantastic.

Tenisha Hollow
2 reviews
A beautiful open place. Customer service was lovely and very
helpful. Would definitely recommend

Swp
4 reviews

Elisa Errichello
2 reviews
This store is stunning! So beautifully set out in colour and
chrystal order. The owner is knowledgeable and friendly. I'll
be back. Thank you.

Great place, really good selection of crystals and stones.
Very helpful staff and well priced. Highly recommended.

T Ribzz
1 review

Cassandra Xavier
1 review

Lovely showroom with the most beautiful range of crystals
and essential oils. Mary was really helpful and knew so much
about the benefits of the different types of crystals. Looking
forward to my next visit!

Blew my mind, Mary was amazing and so helpful and new
everything about all the amazing crystals. I didn’t want to
leave - so many beautiful gift ideas too. Can’t wait to come
back

Lisa Passeri
1 review
Lots of crystals in different ranges different shapes and
different sizes. Staff is very helpful and explain stuff to you as
well. They also have essential oils.
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